
IndivisibleIndivisible
by Daniel Aleman YA ALE
An American-born teen and his younger sister scramble to keep their family
together when they return home from school one day to find that their
undocumented parents have been arrested by ICE and are facing possible
deportation.

Don't ask me where I'm fromDon't ask me where I'm from
by Jennifer De Leon YA DEL
Reinventing herself at a privileged white suburban high school to get by in the face
of escalating racial tensions, a first-generation American-LatinX teen is forced to take
a stand when she discovers that her absent father cannot legally return home.

Your heart, my sky : love in a time of hungerYour heart, my sky : love in a time of hunger
by Margarita Engle YA ENG
Coming of age against a backdrop of Cuba’s “Special Peacetime” severe economic
depression, Liana is emboldened by starvation to skip a summer of forced farm
labor and team up with a quiet boy and a mysterious dog to search for alternate
food sources.

Once upon a quinceañeraOnce upon a quinceañera
by Monica Gomez-Hira YA GOM
Accepting a humiliating unpaid internship working as a party princess in a ball
gown, romance-minded Carmen embarks on a summer that is shaped by blistering
Miami heat, an unexpected attraction and a spoiled cousin’s quinceañera.

Somewhere between bitter and sweetSomewhere between bitter and sweet
by Laekan Zea Kemp YA KEM
An ambitious girl who fears disappointing her traditional Mexican-American parents
finds her world upended by a long-held secret before she bonds with a boy who
would protect his immigration status and newfound family.

The music of what happensThe music of what happens
by Bill Konigsberg YA KON
When Maximo and Jordan find themselves attracted to one another while working
the food truck that belonged to Jordan's deceased father, their relationship is
threatened by personal secrets, racism, and homophobia.

Living beyond borders : growing up Mexican inLiving beyond borders : growing up Mexican in
AmericaAmerica
by Margarita Longoria YA LIV
An anthology of short stories, essays, poetry, and comics about the Mexican
American experience.

FuriaFuria
by Yamile Saied Méndez YA MEN
Seventeen-year-old Camila Hassan, a rising soccer star in Rosario, Argentina,
dreams of playing professionally, in defiance of her fathers' wishes and at the risk of
her budding romance with Diego.

Tigers, not daughtersTigers, not daughters
by Samantha Mabry YA MAB
Follows the experiences of three younger sisters whose dream of escape is
thwarted by the loss of their older sister, whose ghost they believe haunts
their San Antonio home.

Fat chance, Charlie VegaFat chance, Charlie Vega
by Crystal Maldonado YA MAL
A plus-sized Latina’s struggle to forge a healthy relationship with her own body is
challenged by her mother’s insensitivity, her popular best friend and personal
doubts about a new boyfriend’s ability to see her as she truly is.

The mirror seasonThe mirror season
by Anna-Marie McLemore YA MCL
After Ciela and Lock are sexually assaulted at the same party, they develop a
cautious friendship through her family's possibly-magical pastelería and his secret
forest of otherworldly trees.

The immortal boyThe immortal boy
by Francisco Montaña Ibáñez YA MON
Two intertwining stories of Bogotá. One, a family of five children, left to live on their
own. The other, a girl in an orphanage who will do anything to befriend the
mysterious Immortal Boy.

A Cuban girl's guide to tea and tomorrowA Cuban girl's guide to tea and tomorrow
by Laura Taylor Namey YA NAM
Seventeen-year-old Lila Reyes, furious when her parents send her to the English
countryside to recover from grief and heartbreak, unexpectedly falls in love with a
teashop clerk--and England, itself.

How to build a heartHow to build a heart
by Maria Padian YA PAD
Forced to endure frequent moves after the death of her soldier father,
16-year-old Izzy begins feeling at home for the first time in her life when she
bonds with others at a new school in Virginia, where her family is chosen to
receive a Habitat for Humanity house.
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I am not your perfect Mexican daughter /I am not your perfect Mexican daughter /
Yo no soy tu perfecta hija MexicanaYo no soy tu perfecta hija Mexicana
by Erika L. Sánchez YA SAN / SPA YA SAN
When the sister who delighted their parents by her faithful embrace of Mexican
culture dies in a tragic accident, Julia, who longs to go to college and move into a
home of her own, discovers from mutual friends that her sister may not have been

as perfect as believed.

Cemetery boysCemetery boys
by Aiden Thomas YA THO
Determined to prove himself a real brujo to the traditional Latinx family that does
not accept his true gender, a trans boy summons the ghost of the resident bad boy,
who refuses to return quietly to death.

We are not from here / No somos de aquWe are not from here / No somos de aquíí
by Jenny Torres Sanchez YA TOR / SPA YA TOR
When the dangers in their hometown force them to flee, three teenagers follow the
route of La Bestia, a perilous train system that might lead them to a better life, if
they can survive the trip.

This train is being heldThis train is being held
by Ismée Williams YA WIL
Told in two voices, ballet dancer and private school student Isabelle Warren and
poet and baseball star Alex Rosario grow closer after meeting on a subway,
bonding over their parents' expectations and their own dreams.

Lizard in a zoot suitLizard in a zoot suit
by Marco Finnegan YA-GN FINNEGA
In Southern California during WW II twin sisters Flaca and Cuata are harrassed by
soldiers stationed nearby, but a bigger problem arises when the lost member of an
underground species, shaped like a five-foot-tall lizard, needs the sisters' help.

The savage beard of She DwarfThe savage beard of She Dwarf
by Kyle Latino YA-GN LATINO
Fearing she's the last dwarf in existence, a lonely She Dwarf teams up with a war
barbarian to find an uncharted dwarven city but is confronted by vengeful shorcs,
sludge demons, mutant bear monsters and the consequences of her mission.

The hazards of love : Book 1, Bright WorldThe hazards of love : Book 1, Bright World
by Stan Stanley YA-GN STANLEY
Follows the story of a queer teen from Queens who makes some mistakes, gets
dragged into a fantastical place, and tries to hustle their way back home.

Hispanic in AmericaHispanic in America
by Jim Gallagher YA 305.868 GAL
Hate crimes against Hispanics have risen sharply in recent years and are occurring
at a time of heightened bias and intolerance. This book examines what bias looks
like, how widespread it is, how it affects real people, and efforts to address it.

Dear AmericaDear America : the story of an undocumented citizen: the story of an undocumented citizen
by Jose Antonio Vargas YA 920.5 VARGAS, J
A young readers' adaptation of the Pulitzer Prize-winning author's adult memoir
traces his secret experiences as an undocumented immigrant while working with
some of America's most prestigious news organizations.

The poet XThe poet X
by Elizabeth Acevedo YA ACE
Xiomara Batista, the daughter of devout immigrants discovers the power of slam
poetry and participates in a school club as part of her effort to understand her
mother's strict religious beliefs and her own developing relationship to the world.

The everything I have lostThe everything I have lost
by Sylvia Aguilar Zeleny YA AGU
Beginning at age twelve, Julia keeps a diary of her life in Juarez, Mexico, where life is
always dangerous, until she joins her aunt and grandmother in El Paso, Texas, and
faces new challenges.
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